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LASER SYSTEM?
Or evaluate primary sensor pert'ormances of
multiniillion dollar satellites?
Or manage millions of dollars a year in
defense contracts?
The Air Force, that's who.
If you're a talented, motivated electrical
engineer or plan to be. you don't have to wait to
work with the newest, most sophisticated
technology around.
You can do it now. as an Air Force officer
working as an electrical engineer
Don't get us wrong. We don't hand it to you
on a siKer platter. You have to \\(irk for it. Hard.
But if you do. we'll give you all the
responsibility you can handle. And reward you well
for taking it.
You'll get housing, medical and dental care —
and excellent pay that increases as you rise in rank.
Plus there are opportunities to attend graduate
l>
school. If you're qualified and selected, we'll pay
75% of your tuition. Those with special
qualifications can even study full time, at no cost.
So plug into the Air Force. Because when it
comes to technology, the Air Force can help you
achieve great sophistication at a very tender age.
For more information contact your local Air
Force Recruiter, or call toll-free 1-800-423-USAF
(in California 1-800-232-USAF). Better yet. send
your resume to HRS/RSAANE. Randolph AFB,
TX 78150. There's no obligation.
AIM HIGH
AIR FORCE
A great place for engineers
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Seniors
Graduate Students
Co-op Students
Summer Students
Technicaltower
Monday, February 20, 1984
Any time between Noon and 6:00 pm
mini Union A and B
BS/MS in Computer Engineering, Computer Science,
Electrical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering. All
engineering disciplines welcome, as well as Physics, Math,
Chemistry and other technical majors— if interested in
computer sales or systems engineering.
Come any time during the hours indicated above and learn
about technical career opportunities throughout IBM.
Casual attire.
Bring 3 Personal Data Sheets or Resumes.
U.S. citizenship or permanent residence required for
interviews.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Chip Wars Marv Kay Flick
The constant battle o\er one up-manship in technology
continues. The divisive efforts on the part of the United States
and Japan are curtailing the chances for harmonious benefits.
The New Breed of Reactors Kin Nakagana
Basic chemistrv' says you cannot get more material out of a
reaction than you put into it. Physics has once again turned out
to be a rebel, and found a way for reactors to make more fuel
than they bum.
No Return With Deposit James Yim
The acid rain dilemma is widespread, for it has major
ramifications in the political, social, technological and natural
environments.
Plato Matures JeffSargeni
The Plato s\stem has gained international fame since its
innovative and experimental beginnings, necessitating changes
for the better.
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At General Dynamics, we design careers the
same way we design our products: for success.
Today, many college graduates, particularly
in the fields of Engineering and Computer
Science, are playing a crucial role in this success.
Ifyou are qualified, we offer a spectrum of
opportunities in aerodynamics, advanced
signal processing, radar systems, embedded
software, lasers and electro-optics, composite
structures, VLSI, non-linear structural analysis,
robotics, CAD/CAM and other state-of-the-art
technologies.
Working at General Dynamics, you will learn
to integrate these technologies into new and
existing programs in aerospace, electronics,
shipbuilding, military land vehicles, computer
systems and many other areas. You will be
working with professionals who are
recognized leaders in their fields. The most
advanced tools of technology will be at your
disposal. And to help you remain current in
your chosen field, formal training and tuition
refund programs are available.
To learn more about a state-of-the-art career
at General Dynamics, see your Placement
Office for a campus interview.
Ihe State
ofthe art
GENERAL DYNAMIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer/ U.S. Citizenship Required
E-Systems continues
the tradition of
the world's great problem solvers.
Even given the benefit of
historical perspective, it is diffi-
cult to fully comprehend the
enormous contributions to man's
knowledge made by Sir Isaac
Newton. His Philosoplae Natu-
rails Pnnclpia Mathematica is
termed by many authorities to be
one of the most important single
works in the history of modern
science His studies of light are
the foundation of physical optics
and his laws of motion provided
a quantitative description of all
principal phenomena in our solar
system.
Today, scientists and engi-
neers at E-Systems employ
Newtonian principles to develop
products and systems for satel-
lite communications, exploring
Wf<§JMCfl(mm
space and the development of so-
lar energy, systems which are the
first-of-a-kind.
E-Systems engineers are
recognized worldwide for their
ability to solve problems in the
areas of antennas, communica-
tions, data acquisition, processing,
storage and retrieval systems and
other systems applications for intel-
ligence and reconnaissance.
For a reprint of the Newton
illustration and Information on ca-
reer opportunities with E-Systems
in Texas, Florida, Indiana, Utah
and Virginia, write: Dr Lloyd K.
Lauderdale. Vice President
Research and Engineering,
E-Systems, Inc., Corporate
Headquarters, P O. Box 226030,
Dallas, Texas 75266.
E-SYSTEMS
The problem solvers.
An equal opponuriily employer M F h V
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Best foot forward
at the HP Showcase.
Recruiting Dates
February 29 and March 1
Discover the difference between the one-
size-fits-all career and the one that
really fits.
At Hewlett-Packard we place special
importance on the "fit"
What we have to offer are diverse,
challenging projects... unequaled
advancement and growth opportunities,
and acknowledged technological leadership.
The way we operate on an informal
basis is not for everyone. You owe it to
yourself to find out if it's for you.
Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering.
Sign up at your College Placement
Office now.
Whp\ HEWLETT
mHHM PACKARD
An Equal Opporlunitv Affirmative Action Employer.
us Army Corps
of Engineers
Buildingyour
In today's complex technological society it takes excep- '\\
tional planning and engineering to build a better tomorrow.
The Corps of Engineers' dedicated civilian professionals
. . .
engineers, planners and environmentalists, biologists,
economists, landscape architects ... are working on
a variety of jobs in a variety of places in the U.S. and
overseas to improve and protect the quality of life for
all citizens. We plan, design, construct and operate
water resource projects, build and improve our nation's
ports and harbors, build hospitals and housing
projects for the Defense Department. The devel-
opment of the projects must be carefully bal-
anced with the preservation of our natural
environment. The balance is precarious, the
challenge extreme. As a civilian employee
with the Corps of Engineers you will be
joining an organization that believes people
are our most important asset. People who
respond to a challenge with commitment,
skill and innovation. You can help us meet
the challenge. Ask us and we'll tell you
more about a career with the Corps
of Engineers.
a
Office of Personnel Army Corps of Engineers Washington, DC 20314
An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer
Editorial Letters
8e:
Robots, the Recession,
and Reorganization
The change in the composition of the
labor force has been the subject of many
ews stories recently. Indeed, many work-
rs are concerned with this issue since the
progress of modem industn' has meant the
replacement of these workers by auto-
mated equipment, thereby eliminating
their jobs. The number of jobs in the auto
and steel industries has been reduced be-
cause of hard economic times, and human
employment in these areas will never
reach their pre-recession levels. Efficient
reorganization and robots are the reasons.
The recent downswing in the eco-
nomy left many companies trying to point
fingers in the direction of cost-cutting.
And the fingers pointed at labor. Upwards
of S20 per hour, labor costs in the United
States are out of line with those of other
industrialized countries. According to
CBS News, costs for Japanese laborers
average S13 per hour, while those in
Mexico are about S4 per hour. Tliese fi-
gures provide sufficient economic incen-
tive to have goods produced outside the
United States to be imported back for sale
to American consumers.
Detroit is currently negotiating for
auto factories in Mexico. This would
mean that many potential jobs that could
be filled by Americans will be pertbrmed
by our friends south of the border. Is this
un-American? No. If the product can be
made cheaper in Mexico, then make it in
Mexico. TTie priman' goal of the Big
Three automakers is to maximize profit,
and it appears that maximum profit condi-
tions exist in Mexico.
Many of America's laborers have
priced themselves right out of the market,
and the price they will pay is their jobs.
High labor costs, a recently weak eco-
nomy, and changing technology are creat-
ing a new group of displaced workers.
Robots have been replacing many
workers whose tasks are either repetitious
or easily mechanized. New developments
in robotics are producing machines that
can ""see" and take actions based on
these stimuli drawing from their artificial
intelligence. Though these robots are not
cheap, the high price of labor has has-
tened their cost-effectiveness.
An economically sound plan for the
unemployment compensation dollars
would be in the form of a training prog-
ram which would be funded by the
money set aside for unemployment com-
pensation. By training workers for jobs
which have greater stability and that are in
tune with the changing labor force, the
chance that the newly-trained worker
would retum to the dole queue should be
sufficiently reduced.
Because it would probabh' take ab-
out six months from being laid off to
being placed in a new job environment,
no savings in unemployment funds would
be immediately recognized. The place-
ment of workers in new stable jobs would
be exf)ected to reduce the number of fu-
ture jobless claims, and therefore reduce
the total compensation amount.
A secondary advantage results from
this plan. Instead of paying the unem-
ployed worker to sit home and be non-
productive, they are being paid while
learning a new skill. Unemployed minds
and bodies are kept busy, and this rein-
forces that unemployment compensation is
provided to ease the transition to a new
job; it is not intended to be a handout so
that one may enjoy a period of leisure at
others" expense.
The shift from manufacturing to a
largely service-oriented labor economy re-
flects the fact that technology has ad\-
anced to the point where the consumers of
specialized products require specialized
services which those products demand.
We must not be ignorant of this fact. We
should train our workers for the future.
We must use unemployment dollars to fi-
nance the future of our labor force and
not to let it stagnate, for the present will
soon be the past.
»
^^..^
Student Questions Tactics
I appreciate Nicaragua's ex-dictator
trying to educate his people by printing
scientific formulas on postage stamps, as
mentioned in the November Tech Teasers.
But did you know that 5Wc of his people
couldn't even read or write letters?
Now that the Nicaraguan people
have overthrown the Somoza dynasty
(backed by the U.S. government since
1933) the illiteracv rate has dropped to
\2%.
If Somoza had the good intention of
educating his people, he sure went about
It the wrong way. If our government has
the good intention of bringing peace to
Central America, are we going about it
the right way?
Greg Stoewer
senior, civil engineering
Professor Finds Answer
the Hard Way
I had an interesting experience with
the December Tech Teasers problem on
finding a perfect cube comprised of con-
secutive integers.
I programmed my microcomputer to
test consecutive numbers but I made no
provision to stop after 2146. the cube of
which is greater than 9876543210. the
largest number which satisfies the require-
ments. The first time I ran the program
nothing happened and. after waiting some
time for a printout, I interrupted it. The
number displayed was 8365427. the cube
of 203. I recognized this as an answer,
probably one of many, and I proceeded to
determine why the program was finding
numbers but not printing them.
I found the bug. The program was
incrementing but not properly testing. I
just happened to intermpt it as it reached
203. This answer, found on the first ran-
dom cut. turned out to be the only one of
2145 candidate numbers.
Howard Knoebel
Retired Professor
general engineering
by Mary Kay Flick Chip Wars
With today s increasing product demands, the
inexpensive production of quality fiardware is
proving to be a most important issue. The
real-world case of the United States vs. Japan
illustrates how specialized governmental funding
and aid can be a solution.
The United States and Japan have
evol\ed as two of the most comparable
economies with respect to electronic tech-
nology in the modem world. They are the
first and second most powerful economies
in the free world. Although the United
States remains a world leader in many
aspects of electronics. Japan follows
closely behind.
This race for technology has caused
the United States and Japanese economies
to respond strongly to the challenge. Each
has served to drive the other to an unpre-
cedented mastery in the use of new tech-
nologies while at the same time improving
existing ones. It is this fiercely competi-
tive drive for new technological discover-
ies and innovations that has kept both
countries established as world leaders and
will allow them to forge ahead into the
Japan's
High-Technology Trade
Product sales in billions of dollars
1972
Source: Newsweek, August 9, 1982
next generation of computers and consum-
er electronics,
Japan has quickly become a world
leader in electronics. This is largely due
to the support and influence of their gov-
ernment's Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI). Japan is a capitalist
country which uses indicative planning.
This planning is done primarily as a fore-
casting mechanism and is in no way bind-
ing to Japanese producers. However, the
government does influence the economy
through its use of industrial policies in
which MITI plays a major role. MITI pri-
marily uses monetary supports to promote
research and development in preferred
areas. MITI's current project is the de-
velopment of a computer with artificial in-
telligence (AJ)—the fifth generation com-
puter. Japan intends to become the pace-
setter in using computers to simulate hu-
man reasoning in problem solving.
MITI not only gives support through
financial aid, but also influences the na-
ture of competition within the Japanese
economy. They ideally wish to have a
few large companies which enjoy econo-
mies of scale; however, small business
firms comprise 70% of companies in
Japan. On the regulatory level, MITI aids
ailing industries by slowly phasing them
out and channeling their resources to more
stable industries.
However, MITI has not always made
the right decisions about which industries
to support. When transistors were first de-
veloped, MITI chose to back inefficient
vacuum-tube makers. They also gave vir-
tually no support to Sony when they first
began to market their Betamax video-
cassette recorder and the Walkman port-
able radio.
Another aspect of the Japanese eco-
nomy which distinguishes it from other
economies is the nature of its internal
competition. Japan has become the
worid's leader in consumer electronics be-
cause its target is the discriminating
Japanese consumer. Therefore, manufac-
turers have been forced to produce high
quality products at extremely low prices.
This also explains why so many other
countries, including the United States, ^B
want to import Jap;inese products. ^^
The nature of competition has also
caused duplication of products to become ^
a frequent practice. As soon as companies^
see the success of one company's product,
they begin to produce it or a similar pro-
duct to gain a larger share of the electro-
nics market. For example, since Sony in-
troduced the popular Walkman portable
stereo, twelve other companies have come
out with similiar models. In additon, Sony
now has eleven different Walkman models
on the market. Sony co-founder Akio
Morita is quoted as saying, "The nature
of business is to make your own product
obsolete. If we don't do it ourselves, we
know our competitors will do it for us.
That's why we always try to come up
with something new. That is our incen-
tive, our driving force."
These philosophies and practices
have carried through to the computer in-
dustry as well. Japan's current goal is
new ultra-high-speed computers dedicated
to artificial intelligence. Their extensive
research is backed by a $450 million grant
from the government. For most of the
world, the fourth generation computers,
using Very Large Scale Integrated circuits
(VLSI), are just emerging while Japan is
setting targets for its fifth generation com-
puters using AI.
Japan has also become the largest
user of robotics for manufacturing. Be-
cause job security is stable in Japan,
workers do not fear labor-saving improve-
ments such as robotics. Workers often
welcome them because they are freed
from tedious and boring jobs. Fifty-nine
percent of robots in use for production re-
side in Japan. According to the Robot In-
stitute of America, there are more than
14,000 programmable robots being used
in Japan. Experts predict that Japan may
be producing $1 billion worth of robots
• by 1985.
This is an optimistic picture of the
Japanese computer and electronics indus-
[ries since they are not without problems,
apan has a shortage of good software
written specifically for Japanese machines,
as well as a shortage of software written
in the Japanese language. They also
underestimated the extent of marketing
and distnbution necessar>' in the area of
small computers. In addition, the Japanese
entered foreign markets later than they
should have to gain a good market share.
They concentrated more on personal com-
puters rather than lower-cost, consumer-
oriented home computers.
Even though Japan has a large
amount of technological skills, they tend
to borrow rather than originate. However,
they are beginning to realize that they
must develop their own ideas in order to
compete in the modem world. They are
no longer concentrating on the develop-
ment of specific products, as they have
done in the past, but moving toward basic
by Kirt Nakagawa The New
Breed of Reactors
Liquid metal last
breeder reactors solve
all the classical
problems ol energy
needs. Most people
cannot believe that
these reactors create
fuel while using it. but
a careful inspection of
the complicated
LMFBR process puts
an end to any queries.
Chain for conversion of fertile
nuclides to fissile nuclides.
238
u
92
Liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor nuclear steam supply system.
ndarv sodium loop
Source: Nuclear Power, James J. Duderstadt, 1979,
i
Pu-239 will yield the most neutronis for
breeding fuel, based on their Eta values.
Therefore, one of these nucHdes and a
moderator will not be used, thus allowing
a fast neutron flux. Pu-239 is chosen over
U-233 as a fuel not only because of its
high Eta value, but also because U-233 is
not being produced in large enough quan-
tities to supply the demand that an
LMFBR market would produce.
The process by which U-238. a fer-
tile (or fissionable after the capture of a
neutron) isotope, becomes the fissile ele-
ment Pu-239 is referred to as the uranium-
plutonium cycle. (See diagram on oppo-
site page.) When a U-238 atom absorbs a
neutron, it becomes an unstable isotope
U-239. The half-life of U-239 is about
23.5 minutes. The U-239 emits a beta
particle from its nucleus, gains an electron
from its outer shell, and becomes the ele-
ment neptunium-239. However, neptu-
nium-239 is also unstable; its half-life is
2.35 days. It emits a beta particle and
some gamma rays, and becomes the fis-
sile nuclide Pu-239.
The fact that 99.3% of all naturally
ocurring uranium is U-238 and only .7%
is U-235 serves to make the breeder reac-
tor even more attractive, as the potential
to utilize all of this otherwise
"
"wasted"
uranium is realized. Also, the spent fuel
from most LWR's is comprised mainly of
costly U-238, as the small amounts of U-
235 (2%-47f ) are depleted. Thus the
LMFBR has the potential to ""run"" off of
otherwise "used" fuel.
In order to breed fuel, the LMFBR
must expose the fertile isotope U-238 to
fast neutrons. This is acctmiplished by
surrounding the core of the reactor with a
blanket region, an area enveloping the
core filled with U-23S. The core, like an
LWR. employs a matrix of fuel rods con-
taining a fissile nuclide. The actual fuel
continued on page 22
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by James Yun No Return With Deposit
Common man-made emissions can be naturally
converted into sulfuric and nitric acids in the
atmosptiere. bringing about tiarmful effects back
on earth. This is involving both government and
scientific communities in a world-wide clean-up
effort
A sparklinj:. scenic lake hasks under
a bnghl, morning sun. It is placid except
lor a soft, refreshing brce/e that blows
fmni the west; it is enough to designate
the area as God's Countn,'. But there is a
problem: it is too placid, and the breeze
may not be that refreshing. On closer
scrutinization, one discovers that there are
absolutely no fish living in the lake. In
fact, the lake contains almost no living
organisms at all.
The above scenario, however grim it
may sound, is repeated dozens of times in
the eastern United States and the eastern
provinces of Canada. The local residents
and officials claim that it is caused by
what is commonly known as "acid rain,""
blown from the heavily industrialized
states of the Midwest. The scientists say
that there is no conclusive scientific evi-
dence to support that claim, though they
do not discount the possibility that the
pollutants emitted from the Midwestern
states may be a major contributing factor
to the formation of the acid rain that des-
troys wildlife in the East. Thus begins one
of most intense debates concerning a deli-
cate environmental and highly political
issue.
The generic term acid rain is a mis-
nomer for two reasons. First, not all pol-
lutants are acidic when deposited; some
may become acidic after deposition.
Second, there are both wet and dry pollu-
tants. In other words, the pollutants may
be transported to the ground with rain,
snow, or fog (wet deposition), or they
may fall to the ground as dry particles.
TTierefore, the correct term for acid rain is
acid deposition.
The primary sources of acid rain are
sulfur dio.xide and various nitrogen ox-
ides, and they are often referred to as
precursors"" of acid rain. (See diagram
on opposite page.) Sulfur dioxide and nit-
rogen oxides may be chemically conveiled
directly to sulfuric and nitric acids resfiec-
tively. Alternatively, they may be con-
verted to sulfate and nitrate before they
react further to become acids. But the
conversion processes, which can occur in
the gas phase in cloud or rain droplets.
aerosols, or on the deposition surfaces at
the ground (e.g., water or soil), require
oxidizing agents (oxidants) such as hyd-
rogen peroxide, ozone, or hydroxyl radic-
als. The production of all of these is
directly related to a class of pollutants I
known as reactive hydrocarbons (RHC"s).
It is an undisputed fact that the phe-
nomenon of acid rain is very complex and
that it is still not well understood. First,
there are many sources, both natural and
anthropogenic, of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, and RHC"s. Natural sources of
sulfur and nitrogen include swamps, vol-
canoes, decaying vegetable matter, and
the natural sulfur and nitrogen cycles. The
contributions of these biogenic sources are
highly variable on a global scale but they
nonetheless are considered significant.
Anthropogenic sources include both sta-
tionary and mobile sources, such as
smokestacks and automobiles. These
sources are considered to have a greater
role in the formation of acid rain than the
natural ones.
Second, when precursors are released
to the atmosphere, they encounter a di-
versity of conditions affecting their rates
and pathways of conversion to acids.
Therefore, the magnitude of atmospheric
concentration of acids and precursors
varies from location to location, which is
one of the reasons why it is very difficult
to determine what effect emissions from
one specific region are having on the acid
deposition in another specific region.
Knowing what effect emissions from one
region are having on the acid deposition
in another is essential since, after acid rain
regulations are imposed, this must be
known to determine who is the guilty par-
ty when a violation has been committed.
Mathematical models attempt to do just
that.
According to a report released last
June by a National Research Council
committee chaired by Jack Calvert, direc-
12
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tor of the National Center for Atmospher-
ic Research (Boulder. Colo.), these mod-
els are inadequate and unreliable. Howev-
er, there are scientists who insist that the
models, however imperfect they may be,
till provide valuable information which
cannot be obtained in any other way. As
an analogy, they compare these models to
those used to predict weather, where the
information is also imprecise but. never-
theless, are unobtainable from any other
source. Still, there are those who say that
the confidence in the reliability of the
models can be enhanced if they are tested
with more data. They point out that the
models have been tested with field data
from only one year— 1978.
Third, and lasdy. acid can elicit a
variety of responses from different ecosy-
stems. Thus, increased acidity may be
slightly beneficial to one site but harmful
to an adjacent one.
Faced with such a complex issue, the
Reagan administration is attempting to
find means to deal with it. The fact that it
is acting on the issue marks a dramatic
departure from its position just a few
months ago when it said that years of
additional research were needed before the
EPA could even begin to design an emis-
sion control strategy to combat acid rain.
The administration not only has high poli-
tical stakes at home, but also international
ones, involving neighboring Canada.
Since the signing of the Memoran-
dum of Intent on Transboundary Air
Pollution on August 5. 1980. the United
States-Canadian negotiations, both scien-
tifically and politically, have been char-
acterized by accusations and disagree-
ments, and have been acerbic at best.
When the Canadians presented a proposal
last June that would have commissioned
the Royal Society of Canada and the U.S.
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) to
review findings of scientific work groups
that were established to review available
information about the acid rain phe-
Schematic diagram of atmospheric acid formation.
Emissions
Powder Paradise
riic snow stoniis that swept the
countn this vMiitcr may have wreaked
havoc with the orange crops, but they
were a bix)n to the ski industry. Ski re-
sorts in Colorado, by the end ot Decem-
ber were reporting more snow than they
usually have b> the end of March. The
big snowfalls came just in time for the
Chnstnias vacationers to enjoy some fan-
tastic skiing, (photos by Jane Fiala)
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by Jeff Sargent
Plato Matures
Sorry. PLATO is off.
Service will resume
in a few minutes."
Those glmMiig orange words can
strike terror into the hciirt of a Physics
106 student whose homev\,ork is due by
the end of the da>'. There has always been
a danger of putting instructional material
on a large computer system such as PLA-
TO, whose hundreds of temiinals dot the
L'rbana campus. If the computer
""crashes," the student is out of luck until
the PLATO computer can be fixed.
Over the winter break, new hardware
was moved in, and old hardware was
shipped out. Specifically, the two old cen-
tral processing units (CPU's), associated
memon,' banks, and peripheral equipment
was replaced by modem versions of the
same. In addition to upgrading their cen-
tral system hardware, CERL (the Compu-
ter-based Education Research Lab—home
of PLATO) is also developing ways to
use PLATO through the cable-television
system in Champaign-Urbana.
The present incarnation of the PLA-
TO computer-based teaching network has
been in operation since the summer of
1462, Though a powertul computer in its
day, the machinery that ran PLATO until
last winter was over 10 years old. Some
parts of the PLATO computer system,
notably the hard disk drives, have been
upgraded within the last few years.
The very brain of PLATO—the two
CPU's (a Cyber 73 and a Control Data
Corp. 6500)—were replaced by twin Cy-
ber 730's, both of which are merely five
years old, improving PLATO's perform-
ance and decreasing its downtime. Tina
Gunsalus, an administrator at CERL, be-
lieves: ""We expect to have much greater
reliability, and 40 to 60 percent more pro-
cessing power available." What this
means to a student using PLATO is a fas-
ter key response, fewer and shorter delays
while using the system, and fewer unplan-
ned crashes to contend with.
In addition, all four million words of
the old computer memory (ECS—ex-
tended core storage) were replaced by fas-
ter, smaller, and cooler-operating memory
known as ESM (electronic semiconductor
memory). The old ECS is made up
almost entirely of discrete components:
transistors and core planes; there is not an
IC chip to found on the boards. Cold wa-
ter pipes ran alongside the boards to keep
them cool. The new memory boards do
indeed have IC chips, and do not require
the internal water cooling system, making
a substantial saving in overall cooling
costs. Whereas the old CPU's could only
support four million words of memory,
the new pair can access up to four times
that amount.
The installation was done from 8:00
p.m. on Sunday. December 25, to
Wednesday, January 4—a remarkably
swift job considering the effort needed to
move, install, and debug the new system.
Those responsible for the installation
wanted one month to complete the job;
CERL negotiated that down to 10 days.
""The first few days [were] scheduled
down to the hour." said David Frye,
Head of Operations at CERL. Though
classes did not resume until January 12
here at the University, PLATO is used on
other campuses that began their spring ^k^
semesters earlier. The new machines take ^B
up about 30 percent less space than their
predecessors. The implementation required ^^
for the entire rewiring of the machine ^B
room, which was a fonnidable task.
PLATO is also expanding through
the use of the local cable television sys-
tem. Traditionally, communications be-
tween central PLATO and individual users
on remote terminals has been handled by
a combination of dedicated telephone lines
and microwave towers. For example, the
large site of temiinals at the Foreign Lan-
guage Building sends data to PLATO via
phone lines, and receives data by micro-
wave. Cablevision cables are strung
throughout most of Champaign-Urbana,
providing cable service to large part of
population. Herein lies a ready-made
means of bringing PLATO to the masses.
PLATO might fare well against other
""subscription networks," most being little
more than glorified electronic-mail
systems; PLATO can deliver the results of
over a decade of instructional courseware,
mail capabilites, and recreational games as
well. Note that this idea of a cable-
PLATO network is just now under de-
velopment and is not yet commercially
available.
The improved pertbrmance experi-
enced by students this spring will be a
short-lived phenomena, Frye believes. "If
tradition serves as an example, we will
clearly use a big part of the increase for
more terminals and a higher on-line usage
ceiling." The long term benefits of grea-
ter system reliability and easier mainte-
nance are a boon for all the users of
PLATO.
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EOH Developing
Final developments for
"
"Developing
Tomonrow—Today! Engineering Open
House 1984"" are now proceeding, as en-
gineering societies put the finishing
;ouches on projects to be displayed March
2 and 3 throughout campus engineering
buildings.
This year's event will feature several
new attributes in an effort to encompass
all facets of engineering. Student orga-
nizations have been invited to present dis-
plays recognizing the non-technical
aspects of an engineering career. A spe-
cial contest exploring the various ques-
tions of waste management has been de-
veloped, and an engineering king and
queen will be elected.
In addition, the traditional ingenuity
displayed by College of Engineering
faculty and students will be evident in the
assorted exhibits and lectures around cam-
pus. Industrial displays are sponsored by
many groups. Student bridge constructing,
vehicle building, cement pouring, and
other competitions will be sponsored.
Tours will be available of the major dis-
plays and various exhibits around campus.
For information on the specific dis-
plays at Engineering Open House, watch
for the Technograph insert in the March I
Dailv mini.
Permanent Foundations
A handbook on permanent founda-
tions for manufactured housing will be de-
veloped by the Small Homes Council-
Building Research Council at the Uni-
versity of Illinois.
A contract for the handbook was
awarded to the council by the U.S. De-
partment of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment. The SIOO.OOO contract covers a
series of quick-response studies to be
assigned by HUD during the next 18
months, said council director Donald E.
^^ Brotherson. who will be in charge of the
Um project.
^^ Other studies will include an evalua-
tion of new housing installed on vacant
lots in New York City and the production
of a handbook of design concepts for the
HUD Affordable Housing Program.
As a cross-campus coordinating
agency for research in housing, the coun-
cil will use its own staff and that of other
University departments, including civil en-
gineering and the Fire Service Institute.
Rewarding Robots
This year's Engineering Open House
will feature a new competition sponsored
by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME).
The Lockmiller Awards in Robotics
will be awarded to persons developing
outstanding projects dealing with robotics,
artificial intelligence, computer control,
and related areas. Intended to stimulate
competition and creativity among sOidents
in the development of these projects for
Engineering Open House, the awards will
be broken into three amounts: S600 for
first place. S300 for second place, and
SlOO for third. The winners names will
also be placed on a plaque.
A student committee has been orga-
nized to develop the rules for this com-
petition, to publicize it, and to judge its
entrants. Professor James Peters of the
Department of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering, the current ASME advisor,
will oversee the organization and commit-
tee activities. Shiriey Pearson. ASME.
will chair the committee.
Funding for the awards was donated
by matching funds from Richard G. Lock-
miller and the industrial gifts funds to the
College.
Dean Wins High Award
Daniel C. Drucker. dean of the Col-
lege of Engineering at the University, has
won the 1983 Timoshenko Medal.
The highest award of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineering, the
medal recognizes contributions to applied
mechanics.
Drucker was cited for "contributions
to inelastic solid mechanics with particular
reference to [his] unifying principle for
plasticity constitutive relations and insight
into the relation between theory and ex-
periment."
Drucker joined the University as
dean in 1968. He is a member of the
National Academy of Engineering and the
American .Academy of Arts and Sciences.
PC's in Action
For one Friday afternoon, the second
floor of the Electrical Engineering build-
ing came alive with electrical ingenuity as
students in Advanced Digital Projects
Laboratory exhibited class projects for the
public.
The course is an open lab designed
to give students experience in applied
microprocessor technology.
"It is a project lab with both under-
graduate and graduate students," ex-
plained course director Ricordo Uribe.
"Students are free to do [their projects] at
their own pace during the semester. Then
they display their debugged, well-
documented, ready-to-be-used projects."
Such projects may be new devices, or
equipment necessary for development in
another phase by students in the following
semester.
Projects included a speech synthesiz-
er, developed by Eric Romesburg and
Albert Thaik, which could recognize com-
mon English words and use them in a
sentence. Those words which were not
immediately recognizable were sounded
out, similar to a child learning to speak.
Another computer was also capable of
speech, but understood words written in a
phonetic spelling, explained Tony Waitz.
Another project was a computer
operated cart. "The idea behind this is an
improvement in mobility; there is really
no forward direction," explained Ken
McMillan. "You can align the wheels to
go in any direction and change curva-
ture." Developed by Martin Eberhard as a
EE master's project, the cart is operated
by four individual computers tied together
by a fifth computer which provides inter-
face to the outside world.
Other projects featured sythesized
music, updated terminal hardware, and
displays vital in robotics development.
"We've been doing a lot," noted Uribe.
James O'Hagan
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FELLOWSHIPS
Since 1949, more than 4,500 men and women have
earned advanced degrees m engineering and science
with the help of Hughes fellowships The Hughes
commitment to furthering your education and your
career
More than 100 new fellowships will be available in
the coming year for graduate study in
Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical,
Systems, Aeronautical)
Computer Science
Applied Math
Physics
As a Hughes fellow, you could be studying lor your
(Vtaster's, Engineer, or PhD degree while receiving:
Tuition, books, and fees
Educational stipend
Full employee benefits
ProfessJonai-ievei salary
Summer employment
Technical experience
Total Value: $18,000 to S40,000 a year.
You'll also have the opportunity to gam valuable
on-the-|Ob experience at Hughes facilities in Southern
California and Arizona while you're completing your
degree
Work Study Fellows work part-time during the
academic year while studying at a nearby university Full
Study Fellows work in the summer and study full-time
And since Hughes is involved with more than 90
technologies, a wide range of technical assignments is
available In fact, an Engineering Rotation Program is
available for those interested in diversifying their work
experience.
If you'd like assistance from a company committed
to advancing the frontiers of technology, fill out and mail
the coupon below. Or write to:
Hughes Aircraft Company
Corporate Fellowship Office
Dept. 104-14. BIdg, C2/B168
P,0, Box 1042. El Segundo. CA 90245
PfOOl 01 U S Cilizenship Required
Equal Opporlunily Employer
THE COMMITMENT
BEHIND THE PROGRAM
Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate Fellowship Office, Dept. 104-14,
BIdg. C2/B168, P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245.
Please consider me a candidate for a Hughes Fellowship and send me the
necessary information and application materials
PLEASE PRINT: Name
Cffa/in/J u rn-u uurld utih fleilnmu
HUGHES
I
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPAN'.
City
I am interested in obtaining a
in the field of
_
_.
DEGREES NOW HELD (OR EXPECTED)
Bachelor s Date
Masters Date
State
Master's
.
Zip
Engineer degree
Field
.
School
.
WRITE YOURSELF IN
Tech Teasers Technovations
m
1. While apartment hunting one day.
Hghert Hdeiman discovered a beautiful
tbur-ro(.im house with four large fruit trees
in the yard (see picture). The landlord
agreed to rent the home to Egbert and his
three friends, but would only include the
land surrounding the house if it could be
di\ ided into four lots of equal size and
shape with a fruit tree in each. How
should Egbert divide the lot?
#
2. One of the most important mem-
bers of the College of Engineering has
had his share in the cares of life, yet he is
always in good luck. Without him. phy-
sics, chemistry, mathematics, and all the
exact sciences would look far different
than they do today. He has been found
frequently with both princes and common-
ers, and today is making a beginning in
cooking. Who is this?
3. Two trains are approaching each
other on the same track without brakes.
When the engines are 2 miles apart, a
very fast fruit tly leaves the first engine
and flies toward the other at 90 miles per
hour. Upon reaching it, he ignores the
laws of physics and instantaneously re-
verses in direction, flying toward the other
train at the same speed. He continues to
do this until the trains, both travelling at
60 miles per hour, collide. How far did
the tly n>'.'
Workers Judge Work
The most thorough final construction
safety check program ever developed for
the nuclear industry—asking workers their
opinion of the plant when their work is
finished—is underway at the Enrico Fermi
2 nuclear power plant near Monroe,
Michigan.
Billed as "Fermi 2 Safeteam,"" De-
troit Eidison's newest safety assurance
program may end up as a model for the
nuclear construction industry, according to
several utility officials.
The Safeteam interviews of workers
leaving the project help Detroit Edison
pinpoint possible safety-related problems
that could cause a delay in the plant's
startup this year and lets the utility thank
each construction worker for his or her
contribution.
Fermi 2 workers leaving the job site
report to an '"Appreciation Center,"
where they are offered the opportunity for
an interview, explained Bert Heffner,
director of the Safeteam project. The con-
fidentiality of the interview is protected by
computer safeguards and by never match-
ing the names with the concerns.
"The Fermi 2 Safeteam is unique in
the nuclear power industry," said Donald
A. Wells, Detroit Edison's manager of
quality assurance. "It focuses on the con-
cerns of the workers because the workers
really are the ones who built the plant in a
way to help ensure that it will operate
safely and efficiently."
"If we save just one day in getting
this plant up and running safely and reli-
ably, we've saved the people of Michigan
in our service area $1 million," Heffner
remarked.
London Bridges
Despite the popularity of collapsing
bridge movies in high school math clas-
ses. Selective Electronic Inc. (Selcom) has
developed a new system for monitoring
bridge movement and preventing structural
failure.
The new and highly accurate high-
way bridge motion monitoring system in-
corporates Selcom's SELSPOT II motion
analysis technology and related hardware
with a highly sophisticated software sys-
tem. It permits, for the first time, non-
contact three dimensional measurement of
structural movement.
According to Rolf Svensson. Sel-
com's Vice President of Marketing, the
new highway bridge motion monitoring
system provides highway structural and
safety engineers with a dependable
method to measure bridge movement.
"With nearly half of the more than half a
million bridges in the U.S. structurally de-
ficient, functionally obsolete or in need of
major repairs, careful monitoring of
abnormal bridge motion may provide an
early warning system to local, state and
federal officials." Svensson said. "With
proper training and periodic bridge moni-
toring, unusual rotation, sway and vibra-
tion should be easily detected."
The new system consists of four
basic components: a SELSPOT II camera,
an array of three LED's which work
together to provide three dimensional
measurement, an LED control unit, a
main processing unit, and computer with
printout.
The LED light array, consisting of
strong infrared light sources, is mounted
on strategic sections of the bridge in a
fashion designed to maximize motion
measurement data collection but minimize
disruption to traffic. Minute changes in
bridge motion are transmitted by infrared
beams through a unique opto-electronic
camera, located on the bridge.
This camera detects the light from
the light sources and generates output sig-
nals which are converted into precise fwsi-
tion information and routed to the main
controller. The controller then converts the
position into information signals ready for
computer recording, analysis and storage
for future comparison and use.
Movement due to camera motion is
easily neutralized by the system, allowing
for a high degree of accuracy within
±0.5 percent and a measuring resolution
of .025 percent. Easy to operate and con-
trol, the system can be operated by two
engineers or safety personnel.
James O'Hugan
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BeforeWe PutYou In Charge Of TheWorld's
Most Sophisticated Nudear Equipment,
We PutYouThroughTheWorld's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.
It takes more than 16
^
months of intensive train-
ing to become a fully qual-
ified officer in the Nuclear . '
Navy. You begin with four \
months of leadership '^ _;; .^
training. Then as a Navy j^ \^ ^
officer you get a full year |^H,..v. -
of graduate-level training
^^^^'
unavailable anywhere else at any price.
Navy training is based on more than
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right now
the Navy operates over half the nuclear
reactors in America. And the Navy's nuclear
equipment is the most sophisticated in the
world. That's why your Navy training is
and must be the most sophisticated in
the world.
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy, you
have decision-making authority immediately.
You get important management responsi-
bility fast. Because in
the Navy, as your knowl- -
edge grows, so does your
responsibility.
Your training and
experience place you
among the country's
most qualified profes-
sionals.
m*
NAVY OPPORTUNITY W331
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
3 Please send me more information about becom-
ing an officer in the Nuclear Navy. (0N)
^'\J' (No surprise that
most of the men who
operate the reactors in
' private industry started
in the Nuclear Navy.
)
It takes more time
and more effort to
become an officer in
•»- the Nuclear Navy.
But the rewards are greater, too.
The rewards can begin as early as your
junior year in college. Qualify, and the Navy
will pay you approximately $1000/month
while you finish school.
After four years, with regular promotions
and salary increases, you can be earning as
much as $40,500. That's on top of a benefits
package that includes medical and dental care,
and 30 days' vacation earned every year.
More responsibility, more money, more
future. So, if you're majoring in math, engi-
neering or the physical
' sciences, and you want
,
to know more about a
future in nuclear power,
fill in the coupon.
Today's Nuclear
Navy is an opportunity
like no other in the
world.
±Year in College-
AMajor/Minor
—
(Area Code)
This is for general recruitment informi
.>f the information requested. Of course, the more
we can help to determine the kinds of Navy posi'
Best Time to Call
You do not have to furnish a
itersGet ResponsihilityFast
Bring Out Your Best...
i
(»
That's our philosophy at Anheuser-Busch,
and that's the opportunity we're offering you
in terms of a meaningful and rewarding
career to look forward to Bringing out the
best in our people demands creative man-
agement, well-defined career objectives,
reasons to succeed, and tangible rewards
for doing so. Some call it winning We call it
tradition. If you're working towards your
BSME, BSEE or BSIE and you'd like
And You'll
Come Out
A Winner
the opportunity to bring out your best, con-
sider the fast track challenges within our
Central Engineering Department and Cor-
porate Management Training Program.
Find out how you can bring out your
best at Anheuser-Busch by speaking with
our recruiters when they come to your cam-
pus To reserve your personal interview
time, sign up at the campus Placement
Office We'll take you further Faster
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES
St. Louis, Missouri
continued from page 11
nxls are capped with L'-238 holh abo\c
and bekns . The core is turther sunxuinded
b\ Rxls containing only U-238 in them
—
the blanket region. In this manner, the
neutron avaiiabihty is utilized to a high
degree.
At high neutron energies, however,
the likelihiHid of a neutron capture is de-
creased and thus a greater degree of en-
richment is necessars for the reactiir fuel.
I.Ml-BR's need about l5';^-25<7f fissile
malenal as opposed to 29c-49c for an
LWR.
The rods containing the LI-238 in the
blanket region can be remo\ed after they
ha\e been sufficiently exposed to the
neutrons. Extraction of fissile material is
accomplished by a process similiar to the
enrichment pr(Kess for reactor fuel. The
isotope Pu-239 can be concentrated to the
desired le\els and then can be used to fuel
another reactor. The amount iif time it
takes for an LMFBR to provide enough
fuel to start up a second nuclear plant of
similiar size is called the doubling time.
This, ideally, should be kept to a mini-
mum in order to insure that p(.n\er shor-
tages do not occur.
The LMFBR has a very high power
density, somewhere on the order of 380
kW/1. thus it requires a coolant with ex-
cellent heat-transfer properties in order to
control the reactor. Water cannot be used
as a ciiolant because of its tendency to
nuxierate neutrons. The metal sodium, in
the liquid state, has the necessan,' prop-
erties to be considered as a coolant for an
LMFBR. (See diagram on page 1 1.)
Liquid sodium has a high boiling
point and it remains a liquid o\er a high
range of temperatures. Its heat transfer
properties ;ire excellent, and just as impor-
tantly, its cross-sectional area is in the
low -absorption range, thus it does not
have the tendency to moderate neutrons.
The power requirements for pumping li-
quid sodium are low, and there exists an
established capacity by U.S. industries to
produce sodium.
Liquid sodium does, however, have
its drawbacks. It is activated when ex-
posed to neutrons and thus will be highly
radioactive after a sufficient number of
cycles through the core of an LMFBR. It
reacts very violently when exposed to wa-
ter or air, and care must be taken to in-
sure that the two do not meet. Another
problem centers around the fact that spe-
cial pumps, valves, and flowmeters need
to be designed, manufactured, and re-
fined. This is an expensive process, but
obviously a necessary one.
In all LMFBR designs, the sodium
that cools the core is not used to raise the
steam that drives the turbogenerators. In-
stead, an intermediate, or secondary,
sodium kxjp is employed. The primary
core cooling loop is confined to the reac-
tor containment building so in the event
of a mishap, the radioactive sodium is
isolated from the environment. The secon-
dary loop is interfaced with the first in a
heat exchanger, and the secondary loop
raises the steam to drive a generator.
The controversy surrounding the nuc-
lear power industry includes the LMFBR.
This is compounded by the fact that the
LMFBR has some serious technical prob-
lems left unanswered. One of these is fuel
lifetime.
For the fuel assemblies to ha\e a
reasonably long lifetime in an LMFBR.
the humup tolerance will need to be about
W/c
.
However, such a high bumup may
lead to fuel assembly damage in the form
of swelling or distortion, due to the high ^^\
neutron flux in the reactor. This damage ^^
to the fuel assemblies could possibly alter
the configuration of the core over a long ^^
period of time. Changes in core geometry ^^)
could result in a change in the multiplica-
tion factor, thus suggesting the possibility
of a core-disaipti\'e accident.
The LMFBR development program
is far behind schedule. The Energy Re-
search and Development Administration
(ERDA) had foreseen that in the early
I990"s a "viable and commercial indus-
try" for the LMFBR would exist. This
would involve a market of reactor com-
panies, architects, and engineers from
whom interested utilities could solicit bids
and select favorable designs. However,
costs continue to rise as deadlines are not
met. With the rate of demand for electric-
ity declining, many pieople are questioning
the need for an advanced reactor system.
But the dream of the LMFBR lives.
The French and Soviets already have
small-scale LMFBRs operating, but only
with outputs of 250MW-350MW. For the
United States, development of the
LMFBR would greatly improve our uti-
lization of uranium resources as well as
alleviate some of the pressure on fossil
fuels to suppK the energN needs of the
country. But other factors, such as the
public's aversion to plutonium due to its
toxicity and proliferative tendencies, has a
great influence. The potential of the
LMFBR is matched only by its long his-
tory of setbacks. Only by objective, care-
ful consideration should the fate of the
LMFBR be decided: and then only after
all of the relevant facts have been ex-
amined and carefully judged.
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Excitement:
The challenge you've been waiting for, hoping for, training for, is just
around the corner. You could work on the leading edge of one of our high-
performance technologies:
Creating the third gene-
ration of AMD's IIVIOX"
technology, the Bipolar
process that will double
circuit density and cut
delay times nearly in half.
Developing the next
modems and codecs in
AMD's WORLD-CHIP"
family that will revo-
lutionize worldwide
telecommunications.
Combining MOS and
Bipolar technologies to
create multiproduct
solutions for Local Area
Networks.
Develop new CAD re-
sources that will improve
AMD's design product-
ivity a factor of 1 over
traditional methods.
AMD chose the wave as its symbol for the excitement of the fastest advancing
technology in Integrated Circuits. We spent over 19% of annual sales, which
were in excess of $350 million in 1983, on R&D. We'll give you all the
opportunities you can handle in exchange for your talent and ideas. And the
rewards you can expect will be just as exciting.
If you crave the challenges of the fastest growing semiconductor company in the
world . .
.
Send your resume to Barbara Toothman, Manager, College Recruiting,
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, Dept. E, 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086. Or call TOLL FREE (800) 538-8450 ext. 4138 outside
California, or (408) 749-4138 inside California. An equal opportunity
employer.
m
Advanced
Micro
Devices
Patch the wave
continued from page 13
streams, releasing p^isitively-chargcd hyd-
rogen and aluminum ions as it travels.
While the added hydrogen ions are re-
sponsible tor increased acidity of the wa-
ter, the aluminum causes direct toxic
effects for fish and other organisms, not
excluding hunuin beings. It has been sus-
pected for some time that aluminum ing-
ested in food or water may be one factor
in Alzheimer's disease and other degen-
erative brain diseases, though the theory is
unproven.
Al present, the Federal government
is undert;iking an ambitious effort to
mimic how the atmosphere transports sul-
fur dioxide. The project is known as the
Cross-Appalachian Tracer Experiment
(CAPTEX). In this project, in place of
sulfur dioxide, an inert, pristine tracer
gas, pertluorcx:arbon, is released either
from Dayton, Ohio or from a predeter-
mined site in Ontario, Canada. A fan of
eighty observation stations on the East
Coast then takes air samples to determine
where the tracer is transported and how it
is diluted during transportation. The re-
sults of this experiment will be announced
around midyear.
Currently, there are three principal
methods in use or under discussion to re-
duce the emission of sulfur dioxide from
coal burning; coal washing, flue gas de-
sulfurization (scrubbing), and switching to
low-sulfur coal.
Washing involves removal of natural-
ly-present sulfur through physical or che-
mical cleaning of coal before it is burned.
This process can remove up to forty per-
cent of the sulfur before combustion, de-
pending on the type and quality of coal.
Scrubbing of flue gases involves re-
moval of sulfur from combustion emis-
sions through a sulfur-trapping system.
Scrubbing is highly successful in reducing
sulfur emissions, but consumes massive
amounts of lime and produces large quan-
tities of waste.
The third option, fuel switching, is
an altemative that could allegedly achieve
a reduction of up to 90 percent in sulfur
emissions from coal-burning facilities. But
this option poses a serious economic prob-
lem for states that produce high-sulfur
coal, mainly Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.
Because of this concern, Valdas Adam-
kus. Midwest regional chief of the EPA,
recently announced that he ordered a
smdy of f)otential economic, employment,
and social impacts of acid rain regulation
in the Midwest. Results from that study
are not yet available.
To repair, reduce, or delay the en-
vironmental damage brought on by acid
deposition, there is essentially one mitiga-
tion option available, which works mainly
by neutralizing the acids already deposited
on forests, soils, rivers, and lakes. The
method, called "liming," involves distri-
buting calcareous materials over acidified
or vulnerable regions to provide a "buf-
fer" against acidification. The state of
New York had moderate success with its
liming program, while the Swedish gov-
ernment and the Provincial Government of
Ontario each had mixed results. The prin-
cipal problems associated with liming as a
mitigation altemative are: 1 ) the uncertain-
ty of the long-term impacts of repeated
treatments on factors other than water
quality; 2) the relatively uncertain costs
associated with such a program; and 3)
the potentially broad areas that might re-
quire liming applications.
Several bills have already been intro-
duced in Congress to combat the acid rain
problem. The important legislation in the
House, introduced by Reps. Gerry Sikors-
ki (D-Minn.). Henry Waxman (D-Calif.),
and Judd Gregg (R-N.H.), basically
spreads the cost of reducing the emission
of precursors over the contiguous 48
states, while indirectly mandating that the
50 largest sulfur dioxide emitters (50 pow-
er plants) use high-sulfur coal by requiring
^^^
them to install scmbbers, an obvious be- ^B
nefit to the Midwest since it produces
high-sulfur coal and is also experiencing ^^
the worst of the economic slump. But the ^B;
major acid rain bill in the Senate, intro-
duced by Sen. Robert Stafford (R-Vt.),
does not spread the cost of reducing the
emissions over the contiguous 48 states
and, in effect, allows the power plants to
use any method available to reduce the
emission of precursors, which can most
likely have a detrimental effect on the
Midwestern economy.
While there are pjeople who claim
that present scientific evidence does not
warrant the imposition of acid rain con-
trols, there are others who argue that there
is a precedent for the adoption of regula-
tions in the absence of complete informa-
tion about other environmental threats.
That was the case, for example, in the de-
bate over whether chlorofluorocarbons
(CFC's) threatened the earth's ozone
layer. In the United States the mere
hypothesis that the ozone layer could be
depleted by CFC's was enough for the
govemment to impose regulatory restric-
tions and bans on certain uses.
Because lack of adequate scientific
information makes it very difficult to
formulate regulations to control acid rain,
some initial regulations should still be im-
posed. As the acid rain review panel
appointed by the White House Office of
Science and Technology Policy states,
"Recommendations based upon imperfect
data run the risk of being in error; recom-
mendations for inaction pending the col-
lection of all of the desirable data entail
even greater risk of damage." I
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AT A JOB INTERVIEW, YOU GET
ABOUT 20 MINUTES TO COMMUNICATE
THAT YOU'RE WELL-EDUCATED, BRIGHT,
HONEST AFFABLE, MATURE, DISCERNING,
AND EAGER TO GET STARTED.
m
FORTUNATELY YOU CAN SAY MOST OF IT
BEFORE YOU EVEN OPEN YOUR MOUTH.
iiNoii&ioss
S19 E. GREEN ON CAMPUS
MARKET PLACE SHOPPING CENTER
8CIENCEXSCOFE
The space shuttle's new "eyes, ears, and voice" have revolutionized future
missions. The integrated radar and communications system, also called the Ku
Band radar because of its operating frequency, uses an antenna dish at the front
of the cargo bay. The system lets shuttle crews talk to Earth or transmit TV,
high-speed data, and payload telemetry through NASA's tracking and data relay
satellites. Previously, crews could communicate with the ground less than 20% of
the time because the spaceship passed beyond the range of ground stations. Now
communications time increases to over 90?o of a mission. The Hughes Aircraft
Company system also allows the crew to rendezvous with satellites. It pinpoints
objects as small as 1 square yard from up to 14 miles away, or up to 345 miles if
the object is equipped with an electronic signal enhancer.
A new video graphics projector that's brighter and sharper than conventional
projection TV may be the next addition to office computer systems. The Hughes
projector displays monochromatic computer-generated alphanumerics, symbols, and
graphics. It could be used for displaying dynamic computer data and facsimile
video pictures in board rooms and other areas, and for teleconferencing. The
projector uses a device called a liquid-crystal light valve, a cousin of displays
in digital watches. This device intensifies the image from a cathode-ray tube
and projects it onto a screen up to 12 feet wide.
Pioneer 10 is streaking into interstellar space with navigational help from its
electronic imager. The spacecraft, which made history last June upon leaving the
solar system, is using its imaging infrared photopolarimeter (IPP) to fix on the
star Sirius. Pioneer 10 previously oriented itself with a sun sensor, but the
sensor, now well beyond its design range, has reached its limits of sensitivity
nearly 3 billion miles away. Pioneer 10 needs a reference point for spacecraft
attitude control and interpretation of scientific data on solar wind. The IPP
had been repeating various cruise-mode experiments since giving scientists their
first close-up pictures of Jupiter and its four largest moons in late 1973. The
IPP was built by the Santa Barbara Research Center, a Hughes subsidiary.
Molecular detectives using modern chemical analysis equipment solve important
mysteries whenever advanced lasers or infrared sensors are contaminated with
unknown substances during manufacturing. Hughes process engineers have at their
disposal an array of computerized equipment, such as a scanning electron micro-
scope X-ray fluorescent spectrometer. These devices separate unidentified
substances — solid, liquid, or gas — into their various component elements.
Once engineers have identified a contaminant, they can advise how to clean the
hardware and how to prevent future contamination.
Hughes needs graduates with degrees in EE, ME, physics, computer science, and
electronics technology. To find out how to become involved in any one of 1,500
high-technology projects, ranging from submicron microelectronics to advanced
large-scale electronics systems, contact Corporate Professional Employment,
Hughes Aircraft Company, Dept. EWS-2, Bldg. C2, M.S. B178, P.O. Box 1042, El
Segundo, CA 90245. Equal opportunity employer.
Creating a new world witti eleclronics
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Tech Profiles
Nicholas Vlachos came to the Uni-
versity in 1982 as an assistant professor in
mechanical engineering. In 1967. Vlachos
received his undergraduate degree in
mechanical and electrical engineenng
from the National Technical University in
Athens, Greece. Vlachos received his
M.S. in thermopower engineering and his
Ph.D. in fluids engineering in 1972 and
1977, respectively, from the University of
London. Upon completing his studies,
Vlachos was a research engineer for the
National Center of Scientific Research in
Strasbourg, France.
Here at the University, Vlachos' re-
search involves experimental and numeric-
al fluids engineering. More specifically,
separating flow, flow instability, and
blood flow are analyzed using microp-
rocessors for signal processing and Laser,
Doppler, and Hot Wire Anemometry
(LDA). LDA involves the use of laser
light and the principle of Doppler shift to
measure the velocities of particles seeded
in a flow. Vlachos' doctoral thesis con-
cerned the development of LDA for blood
'fg^ flow and numerical modeling of blood
'-S^ flow around arterial stenoses and throm-
buses (blood clots).
Vlachos has held seminars on LDA
/^^and numerical flow modeling in England,
^^^France, Germany, and the United States.
Joseph Wyse
Burks Oakley owns a $10,000 Zeiss
microscope to make sure he cannot see
the probes he fabricates for his research.
Funded by grants from the National
Institute of Health and by the G.D. Searle
Company (developers of Nutra-sweet™),
Oakley does research on the vertebrate re-
tina.
He has developed a special probe
that allows measurement of electric and
ionic potentials on the retina within living
tissue. The probe has a tip so small it
cannot even be seen under a light micro-
scope.
Then why invest $10,000 in one?
Oakley observes each probe to make
sure he cannot see the tip. If he can, he
knows the probe is defective.
Oakley is an associate professor of
electrical engineering. He has been at the
University for three years and has taught
basic circuit EE classes as well as three
bioengineering/electrical engineering
courses. He enjoys using his time for re-
search.
His research data has been published
and is used by professionals such as clini-
cians. It is hoped that the data can be
used to develop better retinal disease tests
and perhaps cure night blindness.
Oakley feels that his special position
as an engineer looking at biology gives
him a great advantage for the type of
work he does.
Dave Colburn
Gerald DeJong does not own a person-
al computer. Nonetheless, he is a major
entity in the fields of artificial intelligence
and computer science at this University.
Assistant, Resident Assistant, and
Exxon Assistant Professor DeJong is cur-
rently the mentor for EE 371-GDJ (Adv-
anced Artificial Intelligence Programming
Techniques), and has taught EE/CS 348
(Introduction to Artificial Intelligence). He
obtained his doctoral status in computer
science from Yale in 1979, after graduat-
ing from the University of South Dakota.
"Intelligent" computers must have a
knowledge of the world they are working
with, and currently this knowledge is
programmed in by humans. Professor De-
Jong is working to make computers cap-
able of obtaining this knowledge on their
own, learning it bit by bit like humans
do. This would be quite handy, especially
since most human experts who would
program their own knowledge tend to be
too inarticulate to comprehend—even for
a computer. DeJong is affiliated with
several projects on campus that deal with
this idea.
DeJong is very optimistic about the
field of AI, and he hopes that everyone at
this University involved with any of the
cognitive sciences will be able to band
together, combining their expertise to
make Illinois a mecca for AI.
Langdon Alger
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»ENGINEERING MAJORS HAVE ^
ENOUGH STRESS WITHOUTHAVING
TO WORRYABOUT TUITION.
If one of the angles you've been
studying lately is a way to pay your
tuition costs, Army ROTC would like
to offer some sound advice.
Apply for an Army ROTC
scholarship.
Recently, we set aside hundreds
of scholarships solely for engineering
majors like yourself.
Each one covers full
tuition, books and other
supplies, and pays you up
to $1,000 each school
year it's in effect.
So if the stress of
worrying about tuition
is bending you out of
shape, get some finan-
cial support. Apply
for an Army ROTC
scholarship today.
For more informa-
tion, contact your Pro-
fessor of Military Science.
ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
University of Illinois
217-333-1550
/ F YOU CAN DREAM I T YOU CAN D I T
Create computers that
capture the mysteries
ofcommon sense.
The brain does it naturally It
wonders. It thinks with spon-
taneity-advantages we haven't
been able to give computers.
We've made them "smart,' able
to mal<e sophisticated calcula-
tions at very fast speeds. But we
have yet to get them to act with
insight, instinct, and intuition
But what if we could devise
ways to probe into the inner na-
ture of human thought"^ So com-
puters could follow the same
rationale and reach the same
conclusions a person would
What if we could actually design
computers to capture the myster-
ies of common sense''
At GE, we've already begun to
implement advances in knowl-
edge engineering We are cod-
ifying the knowledge, intuition
and experience of expert engi-
neers and technicians into com-
puter algorithms for diagnostic
troubleshooting At present, we
are applying this breakthrough to
diesel electric locomotive sys-
tems to reduce the number of
engine teardowns for factory
repair as well as adapting this
technology to affect savings in
other areas of manufacturing
We are also looking at parallel
processing, a method that
divides problems into parts
and attacks them simultaneously,
rather than sequentially the way
the human brain might
While extending technology
and application of computer
systems is important: the real
excitement and the challenge of
knowledge engineering is its
conception. At the heart of all
expert systems are master engi-
neers and technicians, preserv-
ing their knowledge and
experience, questioning their
logic and dissecting their
dreams As one young employee
said, "At GE, we're not |ust shap-
ing machines and technology
We're shaping opportunity."
Thinking about the possibili-
ties is the first step to making
things happen And it all starts
with an eagerness to dream,
a willingness to dare and the
determination to make visions,
reality
•
An equal opportunity employer
Ifyou can dream it,
you can do it
